EVENT SPONSORSHIP

Now more than ever, Be Prepared is more than just a slogan, it’s a promise to be ready for any challenge. Your sponsorship will help us continue to build character for thousands of Scouts across Kansas City.

BE PREPARED.
MORE THAN A MOTTO.

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

Leadership | $50,000
- 20 invitations to Victory Reception in May
- Logo on event and council website
- Logo on all 2022 Patron Luncheon event collateral
- Logo in event program
- Logo in pre-event video
- 15+ Tagged mentions across council social media
- Opportunity for CEO to address viewers
- Commercial during event and opportunity to highlight a Merit Badge
- Live “thank you” during event & logo displayed

Patron | $10,000
- 4 invitations to Victory Reception in May
- Logo in event program
- Logo in pre-event video
- 8 Tagged mentions across council social media
- Opportunity to highlight a Merit Badge

Founder | $5,000
- 4 invitations to Victory Reception in May
- Logo in event program
- Logo in pre-event video
- 6 Tagged mentions across council social media

Virtual Table | $2,500
- Logo in event program
- Logo in pre-event video

Pacesetter | $15,000
- 6 invitations to Victory Reception in May
- Logo in event program
- Logo in pre-event video
- 10 Tagged mentions across council social media
- Live “thank you” during event & logo
- Commercial during event OR opportunity to highlight a Merit Badge

More information:
Haley Bowman, Director of Development
816-942-9333, ext. 4965
Haley.Bowman@scouting.org

BSAPATRONLUNCHEON.ORG

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
HEART OF AMERICA COUNCIL